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Abstract

This is the second part of the review devoted t" a parallel discussion of non-perturbative efforts in gauge theories
and two-diraensional sigma models (the first part

is published

as preprint ITEP-18, 1 9 8 4 ) . The main emphasis ie put on eupersymmetric 0(3) sigma model. After a simple description of the
model we concentrate on instantons. The Jnstariton-based method
for calculating the exact Gell-Mann-Low function and biferrnicnlc condensate is considered in detail. Previously an analogue
of this method

has been used

by us

in four-dimensional Yang-

-MillB theories. Here we try to elucidate all aspects of tbe
method in simplifying conditions. The Ьчэ1с points

are: (i)

the inetanton measure from purely classical analysis; (ii) ft
non-renormalization

theorem

in self-dual external fields;

(iii)existence of vacuum condensates and their compatibility
with supersymmetry. Pursulnr pedagogical purposes we leave
much place for technical details and computations.

фи.»ики ! П

Introduction.
Supersynmetric (SUST) theories attract much attention in
recent years. Ihile their ultimate releranee to Mature baa
not been established yet the great impact they produced on the
theory is indisputable. The aspect which has been investigated
most thoroughly and which exhibited SOB» novel and striking
features

is SUST perturbstire expansion. Indeed the тегу first

applications

of SUST models revealed remarkable cancellations

among various graphs. This line of development culminated

is

derivation of nonrenormalixation theorems which in some oases
prove the vanishing of all radiative corrections. The wellknown example of this kind is the non-renoraallzation of the
so called T terms. Just the cancellation of all the radiative
corrections to certain mass terms originates hopes that SUST
models will eventually resolve

the mass hierarchy problem of

weak interactions.
While the perturbation theory exhausts the content of weak
coupling models , SUST theories with strong interactions pose
further problems. In view of simplicity of the perturbative
series all non-trivial dynamic* of such theories becomes a
realm ot non-perturbatlve physics. la particular, nonpertur-
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batire effects are a central Issue for supersymmetrie oomposlte
models of elementary particle».
At fir*t eight and baaing on the experience gained 1 A
ordinary QCD there is little hope for a «ubatantial progress
in the field of the nonperturbatire effects. Indeed, a decade
of intense studies in QCD has actually left us with instantons
as a single example of nonperturbatire fluctuations «hioh are
fully understood theoretically. Thus, to aanage the nonperturbative

effects in QCD , at the moment one has to rely heavily

on lnstanton based models of the physical racuum. While there
exist a few well-educated

and adranced attempts of this kind,

decisive exgumente why instantons should be an ultimate answer
for the racuum ware function are still lacking.
Quite unexpectedly, a recent derelopment indicates that
ins tantone can be used in supersymmetric theories in а тегу
different fashion. Thus, the very existence of instantons as
* mathematical construction

(i.e. of instantona of arbitrary

small size) is sufficient for calculation of the Gell-Mann-Low
function to all orders in the coupling constant. Moreover, one
can determine some vacuum condensates. Loosely speaking , the
trick is to combine the inetanton calculus with some general
properties of the theory such as renormalization or Ward identities.
In more detail, in case of the 8 function one addresses
oneself to consideration of the vacuum energy In the presence
of an inetanton of arbitrary small size. Then one can prove
a general theorem that radiative corrections to the vacuum
energy cancel In the presence of a self-dual external field
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(inatnnton). The theorem ia a close resemblance of the well-known theorem on the vanishing of all radiative correction»
to vacuum enerey in the SUSY perturbation theory. However, the
general rule has an exception,

Hamely, the zero modes

should be considered separately and they do contribute to the
(differential) vacuum energy. Thus, one finds an exact and nonvanishing result for a physical quantity. It !• quite straightforward then to convert this calculation into the calculation
of the P> function.
In case of vacuum condensates, one starts with an amplitude which is dominated at short distances Ъу inatantone. Then
the Ward identities allow to extend the result to the case of
any distance and this fixes the vacuum condensate.
The purpose of this review is to reiterate and elaborate
these ideas

on a simpler exor.ple of two-dimensional SUSY

б -

model. In the first part of the review we have had already the
chance to areue that 6*

models look very similar to 4-dimensi-

nal gauge theories. This section provides a fresh support to
thi3 conclusion. Namely, in su.b3ects.3-5 **e evaluate

& func-

tion while in sub3ect.6 we find the fermionic condensate within SUSY

6* model. Subsects.1,2 are a general review'of the

model and of instantons in this model.
Presentation of the material

is hopefully selfcontained

and independent of the first part (published as preprint

ITEP-

18,1984). Moreover, the literature on supersymniatry is very
rich. Even limiting ourselves to the caoe of two-dimensional
SUSY modelв we are still left with a very large number of papers. W e quote only the papers directly related to the content of the present review, зо that the list of references
does not pretend to be complete in any way.
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6. Inatantona and the Exact Gell-Mann-Low Function
In this Section we

shall investigate classical solutions, or

instantons, in the 0(3) sigma model { J , introduce its supersymmetric extension L ' J and ahow how one can calculate the exact
Gell-Tdann-Lov» function (Including all orders in the coupling constant) in supersymmetric models L ' i. Our main purpose ia to present as simple a survey as possible of a method proposed in ref.
L J

in the context of supersymmetric gluodynamics and to demon-

strate the validity of assertions which seem far less obvious in
gluodynamics. We melee no aplogies for concentrating on this concrete aspects of supersymmetry and instanton calculus - other
aspects are discussed in detail elsewhere (see, e.g. L

J ).

6.1. Gupersymmetric Generalization of the 3igma Model
We scip the description of the ordinary 0(3) sigroa model in
a hope that the reader can get a general idea from Sec.2. Specific
properties of this model are reviewed in the book

L -< .

The moet straightforward procedure for constructing the
вирersymmetrie variant seems to be the following L '^J . instead of the real field one introduces a real superfield

/V

0) = б*(x) + 9

t

where &

Is a two-conponent Hajorana (real)spinor t

V

is

r- A
a fermion field and т
the four-dimensional

ie an auxiliary boson field. Unlike
theory the Hajorana representation in

2D theory ie realizable both in the Minkowski and euclidean
•paces. Therefore, we could write down the lagrangian in

5
terns of №" for both versions of the theory. For definiteness
let us consider first the pseudo euclidean version LJ (for a
treatment in the euclidean space see ref. lAl

. Gamma matrices

are chosen as follows

1

f=%

У «t«i ;

f

«>

they are purely imaginary and satisfy the standard algebra of
gamma matrices. In eq.(1) & ~ & (f

• The action of the super-

symmetric model is a direct generalisation of the action \(y*^ )J*Jt-

S 'JL- $fx irf
9

where /)# is the so-called виреrcorariant derivative,

and the coupling constant is denoted by ft in order to distinguish it from the constant £
riant (see

I

of the non-supersyametric va

).

The constraint &

G

x£

becomes now

(5)

, 9)#*faв) = i .

The reader will readily convince himself/herself that in the
component form the supers ymmetrie model reduces to

Moreover, expansion of eq.(5) in &

yields three constraints

Ae expected, the deriTatirea from the f field are absent
which implies In turn that It can be eliminated altogether by
rirttie of equations of motion.
Derivation of these equations in the case at hand cells for
special care since we must take into account the constraints.
The simplest way to do this is to introduce the corresponding
Lagrange Multipliers. Lea ring this problem as an exercise we
present here only the final answer

In terms of the physical fields the action becomes

+?] »>
We pause here to make a few comments about explicit and
"hidden" symmetries of the action (9). Pint of all, the global 0(3) symmetry is built in,

three generators correspond-

ing to rotations 1» the iaoapaee around the first,
and the third axes, moreover, use of the superfleld

second
formalism

guarantee* superaymmetry, i.e. imvarlance of the action with
respect to the following transformations

7
a.

.

_
(Ю)

Indeed,

a
and the second tern reduces to a full derirative due to the
constraint

т С -0.

The corresponding conserred supercurrent is

It is instruetire to check its conserretion explicitly

(12)

Here we have used eqs.(7),(8) and the fact that
The eupercurrent p

exists for arbitrary group 0(5),

not only for 0(3). What is more surprising, the 0(3) model (and
only this ^ne) possesses an extended supersyometry algebra.
Samely, in this case one can find an extra coneerred supercurrent

A general reason

explaining the Appearance

of

n = 2 superalgebr*

in the 0(3) model was elucidated by Zumino (ref. 11).

Below, the extended sttperalgebra will be realized explcitly in
terms of complex chiral euperfielda.
In addition, there is a conserved vector current

and it» chiral partner, axial-rector current

Both lnvolre

£ symbol and hence have no analogues for F > 3.

Botice that in thie point the parallel with supersyametric gluodynamics is not absolute since in the l a t t e r theory there is
a* oolour-einglet cosserred vector current.
Th» action ie invariant under transformations generated
bj the currents (11),(12),(14), the corresponding syemetries
being exact and unbroken even at the quantum level. As for the
chiral «уев»*try i t la valid only at the classical level and is
destroyed by a quantum anoaely just in the same way as in QCD.
Ltt «• discuss the issue in «ore detail since i t s treatment In the literature in rather fragmentary and, on the other
hand, darlTstion of the anomaly i s not so t r i v i a l as i t might
seem at first sight.
(1) maim cemaervation.
Uff«reatifttix<

СГ"* «ires

v

/VMoreover, since С

= 4 the vectors

fl^

and

О

are ortho-

gonal to each other in the isospacej we have

a

where V QX-) is an auxiliary isovector. Substituting this relation to the right-hand side of eq. (16) and recalling thct ?J ^ •=• 0
we find that the first term vanishes.
The second term is identically aero because of properties
of the Grassmann numbers. Indeed, let us fix the axes in the
isospace in such a way that at a given point ОС

the vector

reduces to (o 0t б ) . Then the constraint б
lies 1кг(х)-О and we are left with

Н^-0 imp-

Since we are dealing with real two-component spinors

u,< v|/< t 1 - n

2

t " Уг t 1 = 0

(ii) Axial anomaly.
As is well-known from QCD formal manipulations with
equations of motion may lead to a wrong conclusion since the
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theory must Ъе first regularized; some of the symmetries of the
classical action can be violated in this way. Just such situation is realized with the axial current. There exist various method* of regularizetion -however, the simplest one in the case
at hand is the introduction of an auxiliary heavy fermion field
R (with anas M Q )

The divergence of the current is no more vanishing but, instead,

(17)
Further derivation does not basically differ from that of the
triangle anomaly in QCD (the anomaly is now diangle, though;
see below). We start inspecting Matrix elements of the operator
Mc к ]f R

orer all states containing only light fields and

sort then out trying to Identify a tntrix element which does
not vanish with tic """* ° "

. I f the search is successful the

anomaly does exist. What particular matrix element is relevant?
Simple dimensional arguments will prompt us the answer.
Technically it is convenient to consider propagation of
th» fermion R in an external (background) Cf

field. Then

я
«her* Ц{Х^)
by equation

i* the R propagator in external field defined

11

AJ! - 1<S* <%*.&*

(cf, eq. (8))

and TR, means taking the trace over the Lorentz (spinor) indices.
How, the last effort. The Green function is determined by
expanding G(x,y) in a series in П/л

. It is sufficient to

keep only the term proportional to (v^ А„
deed, the term proportional to Аи (*)
contracted with the €

fa))(3C~jf)

.(In-

would give zero being

symbol in eq. (18); AJL CX) A»

all other terms of the expansion are of a higher dimensionality
and therefore their contribution vanishes with M o —Э °° ).
Thus, we are actually dealing with the diangle anomaly (fig.
1

). Playing a bit with eq.(18) (for details зее the review

paper D-2J

) yields

oo>
Instead of dealing with the origins1 fields С

and т

it is more convenient in many respects to work with unconstrained fields - and this is the last point to be discussed in
this subsection. Since <T fields live on a unit sphere there
is a very natural way of introducing new independent variables,
namely, stereographlc projection

I1]

trade thre^ constrained fields 6 , ^
for two independent variables

^л

, V*

(fig.
t

<5

2

). We
(<5г=-1)

, the correspond-
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Ing trandformation lair being clear from fig.

Then ^| and Tjj

2

are combined in a complex field

*+iI**

**t + t ^

V7 ,

.

(22,

The femionic analogue of eq.(2i) ia readily derired by r i r t u e
of eupereyeeetry,
i

(1+ VV*)1

(23)

"
1

1* a complex two-component epinor f i e l d , counter-

partner to *f

. Notice that parai»etrization (21), (23) automa

t i c a l l y yields © * 5 * *\

, <5"* f *" * О

mphaelslag one* nor* that n e i t h e r

V norj

. It ia worth
possess i s o t o -

ple Indices.
Tor eoapl*tea*** w* glr* her* also the formulae of the
iarara* treneforaation, which are rather tririal,though,

The next step is to rewrite the lagrangian (9) in terms of
the new fields f

and jr . This is a simple but rather leng-

thy algebraic exercise restating in the following lagrangian I ?l

J~

С2 5 )

where t = 1 + «f+ f
In deriving eq.(25) we hare used eqs. (21 ), (23) and the
exploit form of the gama natrices (see eq.(2)). More exactly,
we have exploited such general properties as
=0

t

Now, we would like to rerurn to the fact mentioned first
in ref. |_2J : the superfield formalisa used a bore ensures an n*;
supersynraetry; however, actually, there are two conserved зиpercurrents (eqs.(11),(13>) and the 0(3) model possesses an
extended (n>2) supersymmetry. In the original formulatien of

rx

the model, eq,(3), the conservation, of <D M is implicit. After
introducing the fields *? and x

w* are able to realize

the full supersymmetry explcitly» L Z
First of all we construct a complex chiral superfield

i
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5'

(26)

«here F la an auxiliary boson field, and all functions
У depend en the chlral arguaent.

(x'JUlotice that paraaeter в figuring in this expression Is now a
coaplex two-eoaponent apinor, ( 0

and 6

art independent Graaa

am»variables) while the original «uperfield (1) depends on the
Majorana splnor 9
eoordinates

. Thus, we

double the number of feraionic

' . Tbe action can be rewritten in terse of the eu-

perfleld

jt

(28)

01ran the anewer, one can Just check that after integration ortr
В

and 9

according to the standard rules of the Grassaann «1-

gebra wo coae back (up to full derlvatlrea) to the lagrangian (25).
ictualljt the existence of n«? supersjrvswtry and Its explicit realisation (see eq.(26)) is not specific for0(3) siga» aodel.
A* was noted bj Zusdno L J

the phenoaenon la of a general na-

ture. In the 0(3) aodel the <5" fields live on a sphere. Ifore' One and the saae letter, & , denotes the real and соаф1«х
spinor - we do not dare to lnrent a new notation for the feralonle ooordlnate. fa hope that thia will cause no confusion; the
aeanlng of ^ is always clear froa the context.
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отег, two-diaensioaal sphere la • eoajplex lahler Manifold (for •
pedagogic discussion see [Mi*5J ) . I t t u n » *ut that for аиу
Eahler smnlfold the corresponding sign» models possess I«2 superajaaetrj

сУ

• Мог*от«г, «tarting from gercoal conaldcretiona

Zumlno obtained in thla case an expression for the action analogous to eq.(28).
The price we hare payed for the ezplioit realisation of the
n»2 «tiperajTmetry i s rather high* The 0(3) ajvawtxy transparent
in eq.(3) i s partly hidden now. Rotations of N

around the

third axis (in the iaospace) correspond to the following infinitesimal transferee tlone of

where о

x

is a real parameter. The action (28) is e-ridently inva-

riant under this phase rotation* As to the two other isotopic
rotations of A/

(around the first and ia second axes), the

corresponding ayranetry manifests itself as invariance of the
action (28) under the transformations

with a complex panuaeter S

.

6.2. 1д a tan tons
The configurational space in which the <S fields are
defined is topologically equivalent (after the Wick rotation
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and compactification

' to a two-dimensional sphere. On the other

hand, in the 0(3> model the б

fields lire on the same two-

dimensional sphere, (G>1) +(G ) +($ )*i. Thus, there should exist
topologically non-equivalent classes of field configurations corresponding to topologically distinct napping* of the two spheres
on each other. It is also clear that for 0(W) group with I > 3
all mappings p -»Д

are topologically equivalent to the trivi-

al one and, hence, instantons are absent.
The expression for the topological charge q in the euclidean 0(3) sigaa model is adduced in the pioneeering paper Ш

SK
One can easily convince oneself that the integral (29) indeed
meets all corresponding requirements. To illustrate the fact we
shall show that once cjyjnptotics of tf is fixed variations of
б

do not change q . Indeed, keeping the terms linear in

we get

l k

£$d '

л

{(S ) $, в Ч в

с

*) The term "Wick rotation" means that we are dealing with euclidean apace* The term "eompactification" roughly speaking means
that all infinitely distant points are identified as a single
point. In other words, we are considering only such configurations
С (X) that bare one and the same limit at \X|-»«> irrespectively
of the direction.

н
Here the first term is • full derivative «ad hence reduce» to a
surface integral. The latter in turn vanishes because dietortion*
of б

«re localised, by assumption, 3 5 -» О

if \*\-* «>

The second piece is equal to zero by itself. Indeed, the const-

mint <5*6"* = i

implies that в"«Гб" * О

«б"*** $**(*) ^€(x)

tО

г

£G*fym

»леге V (x) is SOSM 1* о rector. Substitut-

ins this relation yields

71.ua, q is constant under contiztuoua Tariatlons of СГ , a
topological characteristic that labels the classes of fields.
The nornalisation factor C»H/

is chosen

\Al in such a m y

that q takes only integer -values 0, +1, +2t etc. The trlrial
(тасииш) field configuration

<S ( X )

• const eridently corres-

ponds to q*0.
If 0 > 0

it is conrenient to rewrite the action ia the

followlnf identical form

(31)

One ies»ediately sees that the local sdnJUsa of tbe action are
achieved i f
( 3 2 )
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This is the duality equation In the 0(3) sign» model. Ita solutions, instantone, satisfy the classical equations of notion as
well. Antiinatantons eatifу the same equation with the plus sign
in the right-hand side.
Due to the 0(3) inrariance existence of a solution with
asymptoties 3 ^*^\txU<»o*^«SV w o u l d iwply that there exist rotated solutions with any asymptotice compatible with the constraint
б * ^ * - . ! . If

CS^i

, <Э*' г - » О

(lXl-»oo)

w. .hall

refer to these boundary conditions as to the standard ones.
The one-instanton solution satisfying the standard boundary
conditions has the fora

«**
where

ХФ

t

2.

-

Г

.

С

and у are arbitrary 2D vectors, Xo

я

(33)

plays the role

of the instant on centre (two collective coordinates), \4-( - P
is the instanton aire, and finally the direction of у

fixes the

lnstanton orientation with respect to the third axis in the isotopic space. Thus, eq.(32) contains four collective coordinates.
In principle, one can rotate this solution around the first
and/or the se ond axes 5л the isotopic space producing other
solutions with "non-standard" asymptotics. This would clearly
bring in two new collective coordinates.
It is worth noticing that
Ь
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and the one-instanton action i»

Moreover, the topological chars» corresponding to eq.(32) 1*

Combining the definition of the topologlcal charge, eq.(29), with
the axial anomaly, eq.(20), we

see that (just like in QCD) the

inatanton necessarily generates fermion zero modes. More exactly,
in the one-instanton transition й CPf " • ^Qc stands for the
axial charge). In other words, each instanton is accompanied by
four fermion legs. This fact will be important for us later.
let us now show how one can easily find the solution (33) and
other multiinstanton solution* starting from the duality equation. In terms of the complex field

<f eq.(32) reduces to lAJ

where

Any function that depends only on % satisfies this equality.
Moreorer, the classical field eridently must hare no essential
singularities, and, hence, *€(Ъ) must be an analytic function
of s. However, poles arc admittable - the pole at some point 7
simply means that 6*-»-i

at Xj-*

fai

t

эс^-^Гкг"

The only analytic function with no poles is Vtyi const,
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the trivial твсииш solution. Analytio functions with one pole
correspond to a one-instanton solution, й s {
• to two-instanton solution, Q * 2

, with two poles

, etc.

Рог one instanton the stoat general parametrisetion is

(37)
where C^w^ Z.o

are three Independent complex constants (six

real collect!те coordinates). Using eqs.. (21) one can express
£<5 Jc*st ** t e r B S °* *i*it and check that the standard boundary
condition corresponds to C«0. Moreover, »

is J:ist the position

of the instanton centre, and у has the same meaning as in eq. (33)
I if I Pl&ys the role of the instanton radius P
phase of у

, while the

is the angle of rotation around the third axis in

the isospace. Adding С

we rotate the instanton around the first

and/or the second axis.
Just like in QCD differentiation with respect to the collective coordinates yields zero modes, bosonic него modes in the
case at hand. Two complex modes which will be of interest are
-a

(38)

to

Their geometrical meaning is quite simple: we have four real
modes, two of them are associated with translations, one with
dilatations and the last one with rotations around the third
axis in tha isotopic space (the latter do not change the
standard asymptotics).
If the asymptotics of the pseudopartide field were not
fixed there would arise two extra zero modes corresponding to

21
rotations around the flrat and second axae. How*таг, almuTi
ouily *h« trivial amplitude corresponding to the zero topologLcal
charge would acquire the aame two zero modes - the phenomenon
haTln« ao parallel in QCD. moreover, aine* the one-in* teuton
amplitude is always normalized to the perturbation theory, б (Х)т
m const (see below) the effect of the two extra zero modee would
cancel out and we m y disregard the» from the тегу beginning.
Thus far our discussion of instanton* waa independent

of

fermions. As well-known from QCD the most draatic effect of aaasless fermiona is the apperance of fermionic zero modes which
totally suppress the Instanton amplitude in the absence of external fermionic sources.
The model we are considering is no exception. Horeorer, as
was mentioned above, the number of the fermion zero modes is
known beforehand, from consideration of the axial anomaly. Рог
instance, for the instanton we expect four(real) zero modes.
Let us dwell on this issue. First of all we must perform
an analytical continuation of the lagrangian (25) tp the euclidean space. The procedure is quite trivial for the bosonic piece
and is slightly less trivial for the fermionic one. A detailed
discussion with all relevant definitions can be found in the
review paper

L

Ы->

and we give here directly the final answer

-k
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•/.here In eoclidean space T

and i

dependent variables, j P * 4 + *€* 4*

are to be treated as in, and ^

^Y 2

, the

euclidean gamaa matrices, satisfy the standard algebra J" {jV, £v J
A convinient set of у • s

Hotice that since

I

is

and I

in euclideen space are indepen-

dent conrplex variables, not constarained by the Ыа jorana conditi
on, there is no need for the gam» matrices to be real as in eq.
(2).
The fermion zero modes satisfy the classical equations of
eotion

where т = тси»<" end we must impose an additional condition

ensuring the absence of the source term in the classical equation for *f

.

In principle, one might try to solve eq.(40) explicitly,
but fortunately eupersymmetry does the Job for us. The solution
of the Doeonic equation is already known, iCnit

• Making

supersyametry transformation over it we generate solutions of
the fendonic equation. This fact is general for all supereym•etrlc theories and was first mentioned in rets, |_1б,17| ,
let us consider the euclidean version of the superfield
ф

defined In eq.(26) and put ^f

» P - 0, f s V ^ j f

Shifts of &

21
evidently lead to во changes of Ф

stays Intact. On the contrary, under shifts of 9

In

this way we generate

because ZC
, & -*& *

Ф

(41)

where (1,2) are the spinor (Lorentz) indicest ^ » J

#

and the

meaning of the subscript as (supersynaetry) will become clear in
a moment. Now, the reader may easily check that eqs.(4O) are satisfied identically.
This is not the end of the story, however. Just like supersymnetric gluodynanics the lagrangian (39) contains no dimensional parameters and its scale invariance at the classical level
is obvious. Combining the scale invariance with the auperayaaetry we arrive at the so called «uperfonral group which includes
conformal transformations and their supersyanetric partners (for
a discussion of the superconfornal syaaetry in gluodynasics see

e.g. ref. [б] ).
The feroion sector of this group consists of the ordinary
supersymaetry transfо m e tiona with parameters ^ and V

-

constant Grsssaann spinore - plus the same transformations
with X

«dependent parameters.

Both the scale invariance and the superconfomal one are
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broken at the quantum level by anomalies. They are valid symmetries, however, if we are interested in the classical solutions. Performing the superconformal transformations we get another fermion
solution

introducing in this way an extra fermion collective

coordinate

(42)
sc

w

where ft la зове Grasamann number.
Thus, we have two complex fermion collective coordinates
which ia equivalent to four real zero modes, the number expected from the axial anomaly. It is worth eraphasizing that the
modes found possess definite chirality
(43)
Finally, we may write the superinatanton in the following concise form:
Let us notice that a simple examination of eq.(4O) shows
that any flpinor of the type T ( 1 ; = £(Z) , Y(i) -O ,
where
•ff'i)
is arbitrary function of «^satisfies this equation. One
may ask: "why the preferance is given to the quoted solutions,
not some others?" On reflection one will conclude that eqs.(41),
(42) give the only normalizable solutions with appropriate «nalytic behaviour ( "f (2) must be meromorphic).
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Гг)

ф __ х(т^ Р)
(44)

6.3. Instanton Measure
The reader familiar with instanton calculus in QCD certainly remembers that the basic object is the amplitude of the oneinstanton transition (another term for the sane quantity ia the
instanton contribution to the vacuum energy). In QCD thia amplitude is often celled the instant on density, and it plays the key
role in the inetaBtoB-based vacuum m o d e l s L 1 2 0 J . in superay*metric gluodynamics ire have managed to find the one-instanton
amplitude ezactly
the exact

L/J and

this fact has allowed us to extract

A function. Demonstration and illustration of the

method used in supersyonetrie gluodynamics is our main goal in
this section and, thus, we proceed to discussion of the oneins tan ton amplitude in the S" model.
The instanton centre may be located at any point in
space and, moreover, the instanton size and orientation may be
also arbitrary. It is intuitively clear that the amplitude of
the one-instanton transition
integral over JC e and j*

I must be proportional to the
. (For a more strict arguments see

Г21 el
refs. L ' J ). In the supersymmetric model integration over

the bosonic collective coordinates is necessarily accompanied
by integration over their fermionic counter-partners. If so,
after integrating over the instanton orientation I reduces
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to a function of

Q-o * M

(ultraviolet cut off) and

p

U

O

The integrand beers а паtviral name, tli • instenton measure.
In ref. L J

it has been shown that, due to the super-

symmetry, the instenton measure is actually fixed and счп be
written out almost immediately up to 'in overall numerical factor.
Let из explain this important point in more detail.
Pirat of all, the leading exponential factor

is determined by the instonton «ction, , )( v?>f J. The preoxponential loop corrections account for the fuct that the f:oid3
fluctuate around

Tin^t

To get the one-loop correction we represent 4' »*s li/)^
plus a amnll

=

Ф

expand the action in

о т

and keep only bilinear torma. The

resulting functional integml ia G^iussi'tn and, in principle, c m
be done. Symbolically, it can be written us a product of determinants in the background in3tanton field.
Moreover, calculation of multi-loop corrections in i very
difficult task, gcnorwlly speaking. Pirtunately, in nuperaymmetric theorieo there is no need to calculate anythinc. ^11
•rultiloop contributions to the one-inatunton uroplltude vaninh
and the same would be vnlid for the one-loop contribution if
it were not tor the zero modes. The situation is reminiacent
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of the well-known cancellation of boson and feraion тасшш loops
in the "empty" та cut» (with no inatanton background)

сI22I1

. The

presence of the inatanton actually does not affect the cancellation.
X. One-Loop Contribution. Non-Zero Modes
Let us forget for a while about the existence of the zero
modes. Shortly we shall return to their discussion and now let
us integrate over "orthogonal directions'* in the functional space.
It is convenient to introduce О r

and о

1

in the fol-

lowing way

( 4 5 )

where 3i>s£

and

ij,
ij,it
stand for the classical solutions desc-

ribed above. Substituting eq.(45) into eq.(39) yields in bilinear approximation

-21

(ГТ }

(46)

where

Л ='*•£
Vow, we would lire to diagosalize the bilinear fora figuring
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in eq.(46). To this end we must find the eigenfunctions of the
corresponding operators. The boeonic modes ere defined by the
following equation
*2.

where Ед,

(47)
i s the n-th ei gen-га lue and О т^

ie the corree-

ponding eigenfunction normalized by the condition

Notice that the operator ~£Z fa ~

indeed possesses only

non-Esgatire eigenvalues.
We shall not try to solте eq.(47), instead it will be demonstrated that each bosonic mode(with Б JO) is necessarily accompanied by two "degenerate" fersionic nodes. The equation for the
fermion eigenfunctions is

-z
о

(48)

Ы

It has two solutions - this fact immediately stems from eq.(47).
Indeed, the first solution

eorrvsponds to

£« -.

while the second one

г
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correspond* to %.*
G - С Г Л . The two-fold "degeneracy" of the feralon aodes is a consequence of the Y§ inYarianc* of the model.
Seedless to say that the boson-fermion "degeneracy" reflects the
supersyaaetry.
Perhaps, many of the readers are already convinced that
boson and feraion contributions cancel each other. For those who
are not we shall sake a few explanatory remarks. According to
the standard rules of functional integration

(49)

-П
«V

On the other hand.

О ,

2c-£L

(50)

As a result, all non-zero aodes combine to gir« unity.
Pomul manipulations should not orershadow а тегу simple
and general meaning of the phenomenon. In all supersyametric
theories the numbers of boson and fermion degrees of freedom
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are equal to each other (possibly, with the exception of zeroenergy levels). The energies are degenerate (supersynmetry : ),
hence no surprise that the fend.on loop coincides with the boson
one up to a sign (the minus sign appears because of the dlffereent statistics). This fact is independent of the presence of
instanton

' .

B. One-Loop Contribution Zero Modes
The zero-energy levels, zero modes, are exceptional sine*
they are not paired, generally speaking. All such modes have a
geometrical meaning reflecting aynaetries of the classical action.
Not all symmetries generate zero modes,though, some are realized
trivially. For instance, the Lorentz invariance is not represented by special zero modes. The reason is simple - the instanton
solution (33) 1з a scalar with respect to combined rotations in
the coordinate and isotopic space. Thus, to avoid double counting It is sufficient to account only for the isotopic rotations.
Likewise, the conforms1 invariance is equivalent to a translation and simultaneous dilatation.
As for fermion zero modes, one can easily convince oneself that only one of two possible combinations of the supercurrents generates a non-trivial *in%t starting from ( o
namely, 4- ^ p

+ jS

)

• Another linear combination,

If (%*-'%*' ) » leads to the trivial (vanishing) fermion
field.
^ It took several years to realize that the cancellation
avowed for the "empty11 vacuum i s valid in any self-dual external field as well [23]
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Integration over coefficient in front of the boson zero modes is non-Gaussian end, as well-known, v?e must pass to integration over the corresponding collective coordinates. In passing to
the collective coordinates there emerge Jacobiuns. Again, inntend
of direct computation, we shall try to find a round-about ииу.
First of «11, it is worth recalling that we вге interested in
the instonton measure uTcraged over the inatanton orientation in
the isotopic

space. Practically, this means that one must integ-

rate over the phase of

у . As was explained above there is no ne-

ed to account for two other possible rotations - this effect is
totally cancelled by just the sane effect in the normalization
"vacuum" amplitude (&(x)

-<o»$tj

m

Second, we must take care of the ultraviolet regulsrization of
the theory. It is convenient to use the Pauli-Villars method in
the instanton background fir Id (see ref. I land a very detailed
discussion in the review paperL '). Introduction of the Pauli-Villars regulators, bosonic and fermionic, resulta in the following.
The determinant figuring, згу, in e;.(49) is substituted by

where И

is the regulator mass. In other words, the product of

eigenvalues (*({=£)'

is substituted by П(Но/ЧЕуи)

mass term for the fermion regulator ia linear in U

. The

and, hence.

The appearance of II obviously does not affect the cancellation of non-zero modes demonstrated above - each boson node enters
accompanied by a pair of
corresponding

M»

"degenrate"

factors drop out

fermion modes, and the
. Thi* la
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not the case, however, for the zero Modes sine* their number la
unbalanced.
••>.s u s u a l

I?*' 'J, each complex boson «его mod* yield* th»

pre-exponential factor
the Ы г е charge, 9o~

const *C/0 o

«here
is
two such modes (see

*•

eq.O8)), hence
(51)
On

the other hand, two (complex) fermion zero modes result in

the factor

Z
(52)

The only point which might deserve a comment is the Qm

factor

in eq.(52). In QCB we get used to the fact that the fermion
zero modes generate (Pigsty

* Actually, our definition of

the collective coordinates oC und б

does not correspond to

the standard norn. ilization of the fermion zero modes. Comparing
eqs.(41),(42) with eq.(45) we conclude that

Thia implies in turn that the integral over

emerging

from

'A 5J °
is accompanied by the factor Г М ^ Г " ) " *

coming from the
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regularizing determinant

Of course, the same is valid for cfpq в
Assembling all pieces together we get

Hi

.(53)

Here the power of О

is reconstructed from dimensional argu-

ments. (Indeed, I Bust be dimenaionless. Ногеотег, due to the
uniformity of the superspace, the measure must be independent
of ОС* , °(

, J3 and may depend only on p

).

This exhausts calculation of the instanton measure at the
one-loop lerel.
I(I#if/*,'';f'< p ) иву be considered as an effectire interaction with four fernion legs. All vertex corrections to this
four-fermion interaction ranish (see subsec.6.4). It is important that renoraalisation of the x

field is also absent;

the 0(3) sigma model possesses only one Z factor renormalizing
the coupling constant (provided that all computations are performed in 0(3) invariant manner; see Appendix С for details).
Thus far the derivation is perfectly analogous to that
given previously

L J

i n aupereymmetric gluodynamics. The

careful reader night, perhaps, notice a peculiarity. The modes (те/j

and

jv^

ere actually non-renormalizable

and call for an infrared regular!zation. We shall not dwell
on the issue referring the reader to а тегу detailed paper
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The situation can be summarised aa follows. If one introduces
an infrared cut-off R it all the same cancels out in I sine*

(%)%

yields £hR/\y\ in the numerator of I and °J£ C

produces the same factor in the denominator.
6.4 Superinrariance of the Inatanton Measure.
Multiloop Corrections
In this section we will argue that actually eq.(53) Is
the exact result for the instanton measure. To prore this let
us first ahow that it is inrariant

under the

eupersymmetry

transformations.
What are the transformation laws of the collectiTe coordinates? The simplest way to answer this question is to examine
the instanton superfield (44). Applying supersyrametry transformations to the original solution

i^tf

just reshuffles the

collective coordinates. Thus, one can readily check that under
the shift

G-*0-*-$

f

Q*-*0'h+\-'*

the original solution

becomes

where we keep

only the terms linear in the transformation

parameters X

Y

In other words, the collective coordinates transform as:

- n c^jry ;
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(55с)

It is rather obvious that the instanton measure (53) la invariant under these transformations. Moreover, (л Q*i О
only expression compatible with
sure is invariant under
the reader
alone

is the

the requirement that the mea-

the transformation (55a) (we recall

that O r \4.| ). It follows from this observetion

that higher loops cannot generate corrections of the type

\ +• Cfl* СИ Ы Р

+ ,..

since this would violate supersym-

metry. Shortly we shall show that correction factors of the
type

*'*~(-§o "*"C 4o "^"'

which ere not ruled out by the

above argument do not appear in I either.
Scipping some subtleties let us sketch the proof of thie
assertion. Consider to this end the Feynman graphs in the instanton background field. An example of three-loop contribution to
I is displayed

on fig. 3 • The graph has two vertices and four

superpropagators connecting them. Integration over
percoordinetes (% 0f0
more assume

) and {ОС QfB)

the superpropagators in the

both su-

is implied . Furtherinstenton background

to be known . Fixing the instanton collective coordinates and
integrating over (3c^ &f 9 ) we must arrive at an expression
of the type
С56)

where f ia some function. The only constraint on f is that it
is invariant under the supersymmetry transformations. A single
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glance at

eqs.(55)

convinces us that .generally epeakiag.

f ia a function of the following argunente:

It is important that

&

and 0

list by themselves. As a result,

do not appear in the
integration over Cf jcd &d &

yields zero.
Indeed, by shifting ZC
О

ot and o( Q

we get rid of the dependence on

. Then to get a non-vaniahing result we

must invoke dependence on the variables U./f+ViA0
iZ/V-Vi ^

p)'

/ and

This does not help, however; if it

the answer would be

proportional to А в

would imply that integration

did help

. Thi3 in turn

over two fermionic zero modee

(namely, sc-modes) can be performed and instantons contribute
to transition with

change of chirality by two units, not four

as usual. However, the change of chirality is fixed by the topology of the classical solution and cannot vary

in perturba-

tion theory. Hence

and this completes the proof of our assertion.
It is тч.-.«rkable that the proof of the non-renonnalization
theorem for tV.-i instanton measure runs very much in parallel
to analogous theorem in supersymmetric gluodynamlce LfJ
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€•5* ТЬе Exact Gell-Uann-Lovf Function
A last effort, and we shell get as a reward the Gell-Ltonn-Low function of the model considered including all

orders

in the coupling constant.
Let ua recall that the 2D sigma model is renormalizable.
Moreover, all renormalizations reduce to a single factor Z.renormalizing

the coupling constant, 5Г/9©

=

/ч.

(see Appen-

dix С for some details). All physical amplitudes, being expressed in terms of the renormalized

coupling constant, must con-

tain no ultraviolet parameter. In other words, the explicit M o
dependence exhibited Ъу eq.(53) must be cancelled out by an
implicit dependence entering through g Q « g(M Q ). This requirement immediately yields

where m is a dimensional constant playing the role of
the scale parameter of quantum chromodynaraics.
Note that the exact

A

function (57) actually coincides

with the one-loop result, known in the literature

(24j

. In

4D supersyinnetric theories there exists e general theorem L°\
reading that for extended
cients of the

Q

supersymmetries (n & 2) all coeffi-

function (with the possible exception of the

first one) vanish. The proof of the theorem relies on some dimensional considerations specific for tht 4D case
apply directly — as far as we can understand—

and does not
to 2D theories

considered here. However, the similarity of the finel answer
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for the ft function makes us to suspect that an analogous
general assertion should exist in two dimensions

as well. It

1з all the more probable since the absence of higher loop corrections can be proven — by means of the instanton calculus—
for a very broad class of the so called Kaller 6" -models^ J.
It is north adding that , unlike QCD, in the Sigma model
one can readily analyse a more general solution with topological charge q » k t or k-in3tanton configurations. These are characterized

by 4k bosonic and 4k fermionic collective coordi-

nates. In particular, each of the к lnstantons has its own
size and orientation. Dependence
amplitudes
ted

on these parameters

of the k-instanton transition
is certainly rather complica-

and cannot be extracted following the lines sketched above.

However, the M

dependence

of the measure can be found.

As a matter of fact, the corresponding formula is a trivial
generalization

of eq.(53), namely

If we apply the same procedure as above to extract the Я

fun-

ction we arrive at the same result, as it should be in any self-consistent theory.
6.6 Instanton Effects
As an example of more practical applications we shall calculate in this section

where

the two-point function
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This exercise will allow to find the vacuum condensate

^

^

Moreover it is prompted by similar calculations in supersymmetric gluodynaraics

*

which establish existence of the va-

cuum condensate of the gluino fields, <C ^ ^ 5* /^ 0.
The strategy of evaluating the vacuum condensates by теапз
of the instanton calculus is as follows. Consider

an n-point

function vanishing to all orders in perturbation theory by virtue of the chirality conservation. Take care, however, that
this n-point function is contributed by instantons. Then at
short distances the function is saturated by contribution of
small-size instantons and can be reliably calculated. The crucial point is that there always exists some specific n-point
function which reduces tea constant in this approximation.
Moreover, supersymmetry guarantees that once the function is
a constant at short distances it remains tHe sane at all distances. In this way the cluster decomposition gets violated at
large distances signalling the presence of a certain vacuum
condensate.
All the points can be illustrated on the example of the
two-point function (58). Pirst, the operator t'(ty

is invari-

ant under 0(3) rotations. Second, due to У

invariance,

the correlator (58) vanishes to any finite order

of perturba-

tion theory. Third, there exists a non-trivial one-instanton
contribution to П (xj ; moreover, only
relevant since in this case
exactly 4 fermion legs

q*u configurations are

the instanton is accompanied by

annihilated by the external fermionic

sources figuring in eq.(58). Similarly, k-instanton configurations might contribute to 2k-point functions of the fermion
densities.
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Let us consider first the two-point fucntion П ( Х ) In
the limit of vanishing x, X-* 0. Then it is dominated by small-size fluctuations. Moreover, because of the asymptotic freedom

the calculation is well under control and is reliable.
To perform an explicit calculation we introduce, follow-

ing

ref. L13J , complex fields °Y^ ^V

rotation

(note that in euclidean

just the same , X^ = <5

and

make the Wick

space the (f

matrix is

). Then we get

(see eq.(24)).
Further computations are extremely trivial. We simply substitute 'iC and \r
by their instanton values:
/„

г

J

.

4

1

and Insert the instanton measure. Simple algebra then yields:

п(х)« and Mo exp(- vr/pfj tyz*o dlj* V*

Integration over x Q and P

o«n be performed , for example,

by means of the Peynman parametrization of the integral and

finally we arrive at L 1 ?!
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(60)
where m is the constant entering the definition of the running
coupling constant, see eq.(57).
The result is obviously rer.ormalization-group invariant.
Moreover, reiterating the argument presented in subsection 6.4
2
one can convince oneself that higher order g corrections do
not modify eq.(6O). In other words, the expression for
quoted in eq.(60) is exact.
Even more surprising is the fact that И(ЭС^ is actuelly x
independent. Of course, literally speaking the assertion refers
to small x where the one-instanton approximation used above is
justified. However, having established eq.(60) at short distances we can show that by virtue of the supersymmetry it must be
valid for all x.
Just the same situation is realized for the two-point function of gluino densities,

Moreover, in this case the gluino densi ty %*{itf*),] {& is the color
index) is the lowest component of a chiral superfield so that
the correlator considered can be nothing else but a constant
(see ref. l?7J

or the recent paper L28J

not technically)a similar argument works

). Conceptually (but
in case of the sigma

model.
Let us consider for definiteness the euclidean version of
the model. The fermionic operator
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to
ie a component of the real euperfield

Note that aince fe - 6*

w t ( l + i <ry ,

it ie perfectly legitlaat* to

trace only the upper ( or only the lower ) components of the
spinors without violating the Lorentz invariance.
Among other components of the same euperfield
./•(J.M)
r

there is a fermion operator which enters with v
denote it by

Д

tr g

A

&

. Moreover, it is evident that
(62)

there can be no

correlation between the boson and fermlon

operators in the vacuum. Perform, now, the supersymmetry transformations with the parameters

The key observat on is that under such a transformation

Applying this transformation to eq.(62) we find

{&(*•) Q[o)]\o>=o
or
(64)
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Since we have managed to «how that for z -* 0 the constant in
the right-hand aide la non-vanishing, the supersymmetry boosts
this non-vanishing result to all distances. But at large distances eq.(64) would Tiolate the cluster decomposition. It ia natural to iaterprete this fact aa the occurence of the corresponding
тасииш eondenaate,
<0 1 0 I 0> - Const •

(65)

The validity of thia interpretation, biquark condensate, can be
checked within СРЩ) models I2™ . Indeed, in these models such ч
bi quark condensate is known to eziat in the large I limit. 3 0 ' 3 1 ]
and ita value is fixed theoretically. On the other hand, instinton calculations yield a result analogous to (65). The Green
function в(х^,..*Х£ +1 ) lnYolYing (1+1) pairs of I I has been
found in rtf. [ 29 ]. Analogously to eqs.(6otf64) thla (I+l)-point
function tuned out to be x* independent.
la Teln with the discussion abore the fact implies that

Vhnt ia remarkable, the inatanton result has been demonstrmtedL
to coincide with that obtained within the leading 1/1 approximation

[30.31].
It ia amusing to observe once more that the analogy between
gluodynamica and sigma-model goes тегу far. Is particular, although
the condensates considered are perfectly conaiatent with euperaymmetry aa far gauge- or 0(3)«invariant aectors are concerned,
they «eemingly do indicate the aupersymmetry breaking in the
gauge-(0(3)-nonlnrarlant aectora.
Те begin with ooaalder Л (1+/f)A . Cm one band thia opera-
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tor is proportional to the lowest component of the superfield
W* W

. Moreover, it is well known that if the lowest сошро-

nent develops a non-vanishing vacuum expectation value this
does not mean any violation of supersynsetry since the lowest
component cannot be represented as an (anti)coanrutator with supercharge of some other component.
On the other hand, the same operator is a component of the
superfield V

, occupying this tine a middle position. More

exactly

~\a i« _ 1 1 n

A A - J- \ « *1Л* «Уh<А^* t ]

If so, < 0 p ^ |C> Ф0

(66)

implies that # 1 ° ) ФО and supereym-

metry is spontaneously broken. The paradox is seemingly solved
as follows. The supersymmetry is spontaneously broken but this
breakdown manifests itself only in the gauge-noninvarlant

sec-

tor of the theory while the gauge-invariant sector is supersymmetric. The situation le

reminiscent of the famous U(l) prob-

lem. In that case we have a spurious pole generated by instan -

tons and coupled to K^ - ^/.ч*^ (*)/&Ap +/^/Й 4*4^ £)• ™ *
Goldatone pole, however, decouples from gauge -invariant operators. Here the same thing happens with
corresponding correlation function
of en instanton as x

^

^j

falls off in the presence

at large distances thus demonstrating

the existence of a pole coupled to ^ Jyu A^

I 4

By the same token, in the 0(3) sigma model the operator 0
is not the lowest

component of the auperfield & v ///• Ф Ф) .

However the lower components of the superfield —
commutator with

чц

their anti-

yields 0— do not posess the 0(3) sym-
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oetry. Thus, «upereyminetry may be broken in the 0(3) non-inrariant sector and, simultaneously, the 0(3)-lnvariant sector
may well be perfectly supersymoetric.
Conclusions
The two main results discussed abore are the calculation
ot the exact n function In the 2-dlmensioaal

6" model and the

calculation of the fermloaic тасишл condensate.
As far as the

/S function is concerned the statement is

that it is exhausted by the one-loop contribution , with no correction from higher orders:

As for the fermionlc condensate, the claim is that it is
calculable:

where

С

is a known (nonranlshlng) number and (y

la S O B S

operator constructed from the fermlonic fields, superpartners
of the ff field ( se* eq.<58) ) .
In the both cases we have used Instantons although in m bit
different ways. In ease of the Я function

the information about

instantons which is really needed , is quite United. The Ingredients which actually count are the magnitude of the action for
the instanton solution

and the number of bosonic and femionlc

cero nodes. The action is fixed by the topologloal oharge and
the number of «его node* baa а тагу transparent group- theoretical meaning aa «ell. Thus, the «hoi* deriration of t h e ^ function la giren in teras of olaasioal qoantitiea. A l e fact aeeee
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to Ъе zaoet Important and promising.
Evaluation of the condensate (i.e. calculation of the conatant С In eq.(67)) relies more heavily on the instanton calculus. Again, much leae is needed to establish the very trie-.
tcnce of the condensate.
We hope that the ample technical detail have not concealed
from the reader the simplicity of the underlying logic of the
derivation. If the knowledge of the instantons were assumed the
derivation of all the results would have been very short indeed.
In a broader context, the consideration of the present paper confirms that there exists e new way cf studying nonperturbative eff«cts in SUSY theories. Namely, a specific example of
nonperturbative fluctuations (instanton) plus some general properties allow to evaluate unambiguously some quantities which
. are considered usually

to be governed by poorly-understood

large-distance dynamics. The supersymraetric theories are very
specific since a rigid connection between

short and large dis-

tance dynamics take' place. Indeed, nothing can prevent appearance
of instanton of arbitrary small size in aBymptotlcally-free
theory where the physical vacuum at short distances is as simple
as that of perturbation theory. Proceeding from this fact alone
one

is able then to fix the full vacuum condensate.
As for the similarity between the £T

models and gauge

theories it is supported once more. Result» first derived in
gauge theories do find their analogues

in the 6* models .

Moreover, in one but important case the study of the С
has an advantage —

models

the instanton-bosed evaluation of the vacuum

condensate (67) is confirmed by an alternative (and technically
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тегу different) calculation of the aame quantity.
In conclualon we would like to thank A.M.Polyakor who a
few yeara ago auggeated to ua

to uae 6" modela to check varioua

elementa of our approach to QCD (low-energy theorena,operator
product expanalon, racuua condenaatea). He are alao grateful
to A. Mo rotот and T.Fateer for uaeful dlacuaalona.
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Appendix С
In

.riving the ex.-.ct A

function in Sec.б тге hav» used the

thut there ie only one renormilization constant in the 0(3)
sign» model. More exictiy, if the original lsgrangian is written
аз '>

then rr»di*tive corrections result in the following counterterm:

(C.2)

and

their effect reduces to renormalizntion of

Qo

,
(C3)

However, in the literature the reader may encounter with an
opponite assertion according to which there are two distinct 2
factors (зее e.g. C"T );one of them renormp.lizes <L , another
one renormnlisos *f . In other words, oC+A'eC is represented
in the form

•

c

c

'

4

>

For simplicity wo shall consider here the non-supersyrametric
variant which, nevertheless, gives the opportunity to answer all
questions referring to renormalizations.
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To avoid confusion we are in a hurry to aake a few explanatory
remark*.
The appearance of two Z factors ia due to the fact thit calculations as they are sometimes performed do not respect the full
symmetry of the original legrangian, the 0(3) symmetry. If the
latter is maintained at each step (including the regular!zntion
procedure) occurence of Z ? is certainly impossible. Moreover,
there exists a well-developed method, namely, the background
field formalism, which automatically respects the full symmetry
of the theory.
This method has been already discussed in various contexts
in the present review and therefore we shall not dwell on details
but recapitulate the basic points.
The starting point is the introduction of an external
field,

Yo
(С5)

where q

represents a quantum piece to be integrated over ( q

propagates only in loops). The invariQnce of the legrangian

becomes now the invariance with respect to the following simultaneous transformations

(C.6a)
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notice that the transformation for q is homogeneous; this fact
eonbles one to introduce the mass term for the q

field without

violating the symmetry, and hence to regularise the theory both
in the infrared and ultraviolet.
Integrating over q we are left with an effective lagrangian
depending on f<j and possessing the invariance with respect to
(C.6a). Thus it is intuitively clear that the only countertena
emerging in this way reduces to (C-2). Below we

shall illust-

rate the statement by a one-loop calculation leaving the reader
the opportunity to extend the procedure to multiloop graphs.
In bilinear approximation the lagrangian govering quantum
fluctuations is

We have introduced here a small mass term Ц fl'W^+^ f ) ~
ensuring infrared regularisation. Ultraviolet regularisation
is achieved by virtue of the Pauli-Villara field R - we add
to (C.7) just the same lagrangian with substitution
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escribing to R the opposite (with respect to q) metric.
Using the lagrangian (C.7) we must find the effective one loop lagrangian depending on the background field, Vo

• Gene-

rally speaking, the calculation can be readily performed for the
arbitrary background field. However, since the functional form
of the effective lagrangian is

known beforehand (see, e.g. (C.4))

the problem can be essentially simplified if we" choose
a

fo

in

special way. The most convenient choice is a plane wave,
(C8)

where

К is a dimensionless constant. The value of £

rary while the parameter к

is assumed to be small. Moreover, it

Is clear from eq.(C4) that we must keep all orders in
but can expand in к

is arbitf, f

and keep only bilinear in к terms.

For a plane wave (C.8)

and the first term in of
lagmagian, quadratic in q

reduces just to an ordinary boson
. W e shall fix the propagator of

the \ field from this term and shall treat the second (p(k))
and the third [0(кг)) terms as an interaction lagrangian. Both
pieces induce vertices with two f lines. Contracting these
lines we get the effective lagrangian
ponding diagram* arw depicted is fig.4,

Л еС . The corres-
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where the solid lines denote the propagation function of q

end the vertices are either bilinear in к
or linear in к

(one vertex in fig.4a)

(two vertices in fig.4b).

Computation of the tadpole diagran of fig. 4a ia perfectly
trivial. The result is

As for the other diagram one should keep in mind that

and w* are left with the correlation function of the type

Integrating over у yields

,t

ecu)
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Assembling the two pieces together we get

ЭХ 4 34 / 1 \p H}
the counterterm which is indeed proportioml to tho ori£iml
lagrangian,

. e.d.
Perhaps, it is worth adding that eq.(C.l,?) iraplits th'-.t
*a*

*-=
Thus, v*e recover in perturbation theory (at one-loop level) the
result derived in the bulk of the review v.ithin the framer/or)c
of instanton calculus.
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Pig. 1. Heavy-fermion loop determining the anomnly in the divergence of the axinl-vector current •)
of J

(Рог я definition

see eqs.(15), (17).)

••, ( Г

Pig. 2.

The unit sphere & '•*>a \

i s

napped into n pl.-.ne ( VJ 4 )

Ъу means of the stereogmphi с projection.
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Fig. 3- Multiloop contribution to the vacuum amplitude in the
presence of an instanton. Solid lines denote superpropagators in the inetanton background field.

О
(I)

w

Pig. 4. Diagrams determining 4 ^ in the one-loop approximation.
0

4<tr+t
(I
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